Absrract-We propose a itamework for the creation and maintenance of multicast trew in hierarchical ATM networks. "b framework aims at copbg wlth an Inherent difiaeulty of topology aggregating in such networks. The main idea of the proposed fkamework is to &tribute the tree topology information among a set of hierarchical Multicast Group Servers (MGSs) nomlnated for each multicast h e , while keep@ regions that do not have a member in the multicast group unaware of the tree. Tbe frame work can be employed with every multicast routing algorithm designed for nen-hierarchical networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with multicast trees in hierarchical networks.
Such a network consists of a hierarchy of subnetworks called domains [l] . To allow scalability, domains do not reveal details of their internal structure to nodes in external domains. Instead, every domain advertises only a summary, or aggregated, view of its internal structure. This is the concept adopted by the ATM In PNNI, every ATM switch is considered as a lower level node. Such a node maintains detailed topology information about the lowest cluster to which it belongs, namely about its Peer Group (PG). Such a PG usually contains a small number of switches and links. Hence, maintaining the detailed information for the PG does not lay an excessive communication, storage and processing burden on the PG nodes. In contrast, every node maintains only compressed topology information for its parent PG, because the latter contains a larger number of switches and links. Similarly, the node stores more aggressively compressed topology information about its "grandparent PG', and so forth.
A detailed description of the PNNI model is presented in Section 11.
In a communication network multicast is treated as the problem of creating, maintaining and updating efficient forwarding trees, rooted at the multicast source nodes and spanning the groups of destination nodes. A multicast tree may be dynamically created, as network nodes join and leave the destination group. It is maintained by some of the network nodes, mainly those sitting on its data path [3], [4] . It needs to be updated not only following changes in the multicast group but also following changes in the network connectivity and load. In a virtual circuit switched networks like ATM, the multicast tree can be represented by a single tree VC (virtual channel). The computation of an efficient multicast tree required to maximize usage of network resources is often modeled by the Minimal Steiner Tree (MST) problem in graphs [SI, [6] : Given a weighted graph with a non-negative weight for each edge and a subset of nodes called terminals, find a minimum cost connected subgraph that covers all terminals. An even more general problem in the context of network multicast is the dynamic MST problem [7] , where the tree needs to efficiently adapt to dynamic changes in the multicast group. The basic MST problem is known to be NP-Complete, and heuristics for the problem have been proposed in the past [8] , [9] . However, all the heuristics assume that the exact topology and location of the multicast group members are known, which is not the case in hierarchical networks.
In this paper we propose a framework for the adaptation of multicast routing protocols to hierarchical networks. In the context of this framework we address the various issues related to multicast that arise in hierarchical networks, like the distribution of information about the status of the tree, the distribution of information about layout of the multicast group members, and so forth. The proposed framework, refered to as Hh4F (Hierarchi- cal Multicast Framework), deals with dynamic groups, whose members may join and leave at any time. The paper focuses on the AIM PNNI model which gains great interest due to its acceptance as a standard by the ATM forum. Nevertheless. HMF can be adopted to other hierarchical, packet switched (IP) or circuit switched, network models.
A complete scalable mechanism that constructs eficient multicast trees using reasonably compact data structure as well as acceptable setup time and communication complexity, was never presented for hierarchical networks. Each of the existing schemes (which are discussed in Section 111) has at least one severe disadvantage with respect to either Memory storage requirements, Tree size efficiency or Protocol execution load. The proposed framework addresses all these disadvantages and does not impose ''new" ones.
As already indicated, one can use HMF in order to implement multicast routing algorithm that have been originally designed for flat networks derstand the importance of this property, consider a scheme for hierarchical multicast routing, according to which a node that needs to join to a tree is informed of the identity of a switch to which it needs to create a virtual circuit. In such a case, the route from the joining node to the switch on the tree will be determined by the underlying unicast routing algorithm. In contrast, our scheme specifies not only the switch to which the joining node needs to connect, but also a description of an hierarchical route over which the circuit is to be established as determined by the multicast algorithm. This feature allows the multicast algorithm to create a tree which cannot be created if our scheme had relied upon the unicast QoS-based routing algorithm.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section I1 outlines the main concepts of PNNI network organization and unicast routing. Section 111 describes the main issues in hierarchical multicast routing, and discusses previous related works. In Section IV we present the HMF. Section V presents a complexity analysis of the HMF properties and demonstrates the efficiency of the constructed trees. Section VI concludes the paper.
AN OVERVIEW OF ATM PNNI ROUTING
In computer networks, routing is a collection of algorithms that determine the routes that data packets will traverse until reaching their destination nodes. In order to make routing decisions, the network nodes should obtain topology information and maintain routing tables. There are two well-known approaches to perform this task distributedly. In the first approach, called distance-vector routing [ 121, each node sends its neighboring nodes its entire routing table. The receiving nodes use the received information in order to update their own routing tables, which they then send to their own neighbors. In the second approach, called link-state routing [ 121, each node broadcasts information to all network nodes regarding the status of its local links only. The network nodes use the received information in order to create and maintain an up-to-date network map, from which they deduce their routing tables.
The main drawback of the distance-vector algorithm is that it takes a long time to reconverge to alternate paths when a failure occurs in the network [ 121. During that time, the routing tables may define loops that may cause congestion in the network. The link-state protocol responds much faster to topology changes. However, in large networks it lays an excessive communication, storage and processing burden on the nodes. The concept of hierarchical routing introduced by [ 131 is usually employed in order to overcome this limitation of link state routing. The idea of using hierarchical routing in order to avoid the excessive complexity in topology advertisement is discussed in [ 141.
According to PNNI, the network nodes and links are organized hierarchically. At the lowest level of the hierarchy, each node represents an ATM switch and each link represents a physical link or an ATM virtual path (VP). The nodes and links of each level can be recursively aggregated into higher levels, such that a high-level node represents a collection of one or more lower level nodes, and a high-level link represents a collection of one or more lower level links. The OSPF protocol [ 121, used for autonomous system routing in the Internet, has two levels of hierarchy. The ATM P"I (Private Network-to-Network Interface) [ Topology information flows horizontally through a peer group and downward in to and through child peer groups. A PGL within each peer group has the responsibility of creating PTSPs that represent the status of the links connecting its PG with other PGs, and broadcasting these PTSPs to the other LGNs in its parent PG. In Figure 1 , LGN 1.1.4 is the PGL of PG(l.1).
LGN 1.2.1 is the PGL of PG( 1.2), and LGN 1.3.2 is the PGL of PG( 1.3). Hence, these three LGNs exchange PTSPs in PG( 1). The PTSPs created by 1.1. 4 indicates the status of the links connectingPG(l.1) with otherPGs: (1.1.4,1.3.1), (1.1.4,1.3.4), (1.1.3, 1.2.2) and (1.1.2.1.2.1). This PTSP exchange may be thought of as the PGL feeding information up the hierarchy. It is necessary for creating the hierarchy and for distributing routing information about child peer groups. Conversely, feeding information down the hierarchy is necessary to allow nodes in the lower level PGs to obtain knowledge about the full network hierarchy in order to select routes to destinations. When information is fed down from one level to a lower level, it is aggregated (summarized) [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . Hence, at the lowest level each node has full information about its peer group, aggregated information about its parent group, more aggregated information about its parent's parent group and so on.
By exchanging topology information among nodes, each node obtains the information needed to create its "view of the world. The ATM PNNI is supposed to provide sophisticated QoS routing [ 191 while still allowing flexibility in the choice of route computation. Hence, each implementation is free to use its own algorithm. This gives rise to source routing, which does not require different switches to agree on the same computation. The switch of the source host creates a hierarchical route consisting of a detailed path within the source node's PG, a less detailed path within the source node's parent PG and so on until reaching the lowest level PG which is an ancestor PG to both tile source and destination nodes. When the LGN that contains the destination node in the lowest level common ancestor is reached, a new "source" route is computed to descend to the final destination. A "source" route is also computed when necessary by a node which is the first of its PG along a certain path (a border node). Such a node determines the best way to cross its PG.
A path is encoded as a set of Destination Transit Lists (DTLs), which is explicitly included in a stack within the PNNI signaling call setup request. Each DTL contains the description of a path for one level in the hierarchy. It explicitly specifies every LGN, and optionally every link, used to cross the PG. Each DTL is associated with a pointer that indicates the next element in the list to be processed.
As an example, assume a VC connection is to be set up between a host of 2.2.3 and a host of 1.1.2 in Figure l . Node 2.2.3 examines its local view of the topology (Figure 2) , and finds three possible paths to reach node 1, which is an LGN in the lowest level ancestor PG it shares with 1. where the underline indicates the location of the pointer in each DTL. Before forwarding the call setup message to 2.2.1. node 2.2.3 advances the pointer of the first DTL which becomes: [2.2.3,2.2.11. When node 2.2.1 receives the message, it notices that the top DTL points to its own ID. Since the first and the second DTLs are exhausted, node 2.2.1 looks at the third DTL and finds that the message should be routed to node 1. Hence, it advances the pointer in the third DTL and forwards the call setup message to the border node 1.3.2 over link (2.2.1.1.3.2) with the following DTL stack: [2, lJ. Node 1.3.2 receives the message and realizes that the current DTL destination has been reached. It therefore needs to build a new "source" route to descend to the final destination based on its local view of the network. It can select a path that goes through 1.2 to 1.1, or a path that goes directly from 1.3 to 1.1. Suppose it chooses the second option. It also needs to determine the exact routing inside 1.3, e.g. To support the demand for multicast application, multicast schemes, and in particular PNNI, need to support the construction of multicast trees. The cost of such trees with respect to their link metrics should be close to what can be achieved in a flat network, when a complete view of the network topology is available at every node. This is a great challenge, as the main concept behind hierarchical networks is that no single node knows the complete topology of the network. In what follows we describe several schemes for building multicast trees in flat networks. We also describe some of the ideas proposed in recent years with regard to multicast routing in PNNI.
Algorithms for the construction of efficient and dynamic multicast trees in non-hierarchical networks are extensively covered in the literature. The Waxman dynamic algorithm for computing efficient multicast trees [8] is one of the most popular. According to this algorithm, a new node that joins an existing multicast tree is connected to the nearest node on the tree. A different approach was taken by the Core Based Trees (CBT) algorithm [3].
In CBT, a multicast tree has a single predefined node, known as the tree core, from which branches towards group members are established. These branches are created along the shortest path between a new joining member and the core node. The main advantage of the CBT over the Waxman algorithm is that the joining node needs only to know the address of the core whereas in Waxman algorithm it must know the exact structure of the whole tree. The main disadvantage is that the cost of the CBT tree is generally higher. Several other algorithms and heuristics were proposed over the years.
ATM provides two important building blocks for multicast routing. First, an ATM switching fabric is capable of multicasting cells coming from one input port to a pre-defined list of output ports. Second, the ATM standard specifies two distinct mechanism to join a multicast tree: Leaf Initiation Join (LIJ) and Root Initiated Join (RIJ). In RIJ the root triggers the process of joining new nodes to the tree, whereas in LIJ the process is triggered by the joining nodes. However, PNNI has not specified any mechanism for supporting these two requests. Several solutions have been proposed for filling this gap:
In the context of IP over ATM, it was proposed to use a centralized multicast server that maintains the topology of the whole network and controls new connections [20] . This scheme suffers from lack of scalability, and does not take advantage of the benefits of a hierarchical network.
Multiple CBT [21] : This scheme establishes a core based tree for each PG for every multicast group. When a node wishes to join a multicast group, it tries to attach itself to the core node within its PG. If the core node is not on the tree, it first joins the multicast tree by approaching the core node in the parent PG.
This procedure is performed recursively, until an "active" core node is found. The main advantages of the scheme we propose in this paper (HMF) over Multiple CBT are:
1. Our scheme supports any multicast routing algorithm, whereas this scheme supports only a specific routing algorithm. This scheme uses CBT which has been designed for flat packet switched network (the Internet), and cannot be efficiently adapted to an hierarchical circuit switched network. For instance, in CBT a join or a leave message is sent from one router to another on the path towards the core, taking advantage of the underlying packet based routing.
2.
In this scheme, if a single core is used in every PG for all the multicast trees, this core is likely to become a bottleneck. If a different core is defined for every group, the overhead for maintaining the core and spreading information regarding the cores will be excessive. Our scheme nominates a "core" (called MGS, "multicast group server") only when needed. Namely, a PG that has no members in a multicast group will not have an MGS for this group. This reduces the maintenance cost significantly.
In [22] , an improvement for Multiple CBT was proposed. Instead of core nodes, this scheme uses Rep nodes. A Rep node performs multicast routing decisions inside its PG, but does not have to be a part of the multicast tree. This eliminates the first disadvantage of the previous solution, but does not affect the second.
Another proposed solution is the Distributed Multicast Routing Protocol (DMRP) presented in [23], [24] . This solution relies heavily on the use of peer group leaders (PGLs) for the creation and maintenance of the multicast tree. Under this scheme, a joining node locates the nearest active node in the network in the following way: -In a 1-level PG, the node floods a request to find out which nodes are members of the multicast tree. After collecting the replies, it determines the identity of the closest active node.
-If none of the nodes in the 1-level PG is on the multicast tree, the nearest 1-level PG with active nodes is located by the 1-level PGL, and this process continues recursively. PGLs are used in this scheme to handle the multicast though they are already excessively occupied by unicast-related tasks. Therefore, the scheme lays overhead on the network, especially for small multicast groups, and does not scale to large networks where hierarchical routing is likely to be employed. As already noted, HMF may assign the multicast-related tasks to any switch in the PG. Another advantage of HMF over this scheme is that HMF selects a node to which the joining switch should connect in a top-down manner, whereas this scheme selects it in a bottom-up manner. This not only results in less communication overhead, as noted above, but also allow to use a multicast routing algorithm that aims in achieving global optimization rather than only local optimization.
IV. THE HIERARCHICAL MULTICAST FRAMEWORK
In this section we present the proposed Hierarchical Multicast Framework (HMF). HMF creates a single shared tree for every multicast group. This tree is shared by all the senders, which are assumed to belong to the group. The construction of the tree is performed by a series of join actions.
HMF is based on the definition of a set of Multicast Group Servers (MGS), associated with each multicast tree. An MGS exists in every PG that participates in the tree. An MGS administers a single PG in the multicast tree, in a similar way to a PGL that administers a PG with respect to the PNNI flooding algorithm. The main purpose of an MGS is to store the structure of the multicast tree within its PG. The view of the multicast tree a single MGS stores relates only to its administered domain. More detailed information is stored in lower level MGSs.
The addition of a new leaf (an ATM switch) to the multicast tree is taken care of by the MGSs of that tree in a top-down order. The leaf initiates a joining process by approaching the top level MGS. The latter contacts an appropriate lower level MGS and so forth until a switch is found in the tree, from which a physical a physical connection with the joining node is created. Routing decisions are carried out by the MGSs that govern the nodes along the newly created branch.
A. Notations
The following notations are used throughout the paper; with respect to every multicast group: N: The number of levels in the PNNI hierarchy. connecting the child PGs. Active Peer Group: A PG is said to be active (again, with respect to a given multicast group) if it contains switches that are members of the multicast tree. Note that by definition the parent of an active PG is an active PG as well. Also note that HMF nominates an MGS to every active PG.
T ( P ) :
A subset of peer group P, that contains the nodes and links belonging to the tree.
key-level:
For a switch J that joins the multicast tree, the keylevel k is defined as:
IC = min {PG'(J)IPG'(J) is an Active Peer Group}
This definition is demonstrated in Figure 3 . From the definition follows that when J is added to the multicast tree, at least k -1 PGs become active (one in every level i, for 0 5 i < k).
B. Joining a Multicast Group
Adding a new switch to a multicast tree is the most complex process in HMF. For clarification, we first describe the simple case where a switch joins the tree when its 1-level PG is active. Namely, another switch in the same 1-level PG has already OLrsN joined the tree. Only then we address the general case, where the 1-level PG of the joining node is not necessarily active. For simplicity, throughout this section it is assumed that the underlying multicast routing algorithm aims at finding the shortest path between the joining node and the existing tree. However, as already noted a multicast algorithm based on other considerations can be used as well. However, this would significantly increase the delay and communication overhead of W. In the simple example considered above, where the joining switch resides in a 1-level active PG, the BRANCH-SETUP message can be viewed as a regular PNNI SETUP message that establishes a unicast VC. However, we shall see later that in the general case, the BRANCH-SETUP message should also nominate MGSs in PGs that were non-active and became active due to the new branch.
Active (key-level = 1) B.2 The General Case: key-level > 1
We now describe the more general case, where the 1-level PG of the joining node, J, is not active. In such a case, the scheme becomes more complicated since some inactive PGs need to become active. HMF identifies these PGs, and nominate an MGS in each of them. Consider calculates new routes for both level 1 and level 2 of the DTL stack, and so forth. This is a normal procedure performed by an entry node when a regular unicast SETUP message is received. However, it can be performed according to the specific underlying multicast routing algorithm.
Nominate MGSs in their PG: a 1-level border node (A.I.1) should nominate only one MGS, a 2-level border node (A.2.1) should nominate 2 MGSs, and so forth. A newly created MGS can deduce from the BRANCH-SETUP message the identity of other related MGSs. It uses this information in order to create a signaling VC with each of them. When the joining node receives the BRANCH-SETUP message, the process is completed.
As described above, in HMF only active PGs need to maintain information about the tree. This is one of the most important features of HMF, that enables its scalability.
New MGS of level 2
New MGS of level 1
Hg. 5. Adding a Switch to the Tree -the General Case
We now summarize the four phases required for adding a new switch to a multicast tree:
J sends a JOIN-REQ(J) message to MGSN (*).
2. The JOIN-REQ message is sent down the MGS hierarchy towards the PG of J . In every level I , starting with 1 = N , the 
message issent from M G S ' ( P G ' ( J ) ) to MGS'-'(PG'-' ( J ) .
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After the key-MGS is reached, at every level I :
A route of (1 -1)-level PGs between the existing tree and J is determined. The first PG along this route must be active, whereas the other PGs are inactive.
A JOIN-PATH message is then forwarded to the active lower level PG. This message contains information about the route found so far, for levels I , 1 + 1, ..., Icey-level -1.
This process is repeated until L is located, and a DTL-list describing the route between L and J is generated.
4.
A connection is established between L and J, and MGSs are assigned to all the PGs along that route. These PGs must be inactive, because otherwise the route would have been created from the last active PG. The branch from L to J is setup along the path calculated during the previous phase, using BRANCH-SETUP messages.
B.3 MGS nomination
One of the most difficult tasks performed by HMF is nominating a new MGS for every PG that becomes active. Theoretically, there are two ways to perform this task: top-down or bottom-up.
We first show that a top-down scheme would not work well, and then prop0se.a bottom-up scheme.
In the top-down scheme, the MGSs of level key -1 are directly nominated by the key-MGS. They then nominate the (key -2)-level MGSs, and so forth. However, the key-MGS does not know the exact topology of its administered PG. Hence, it can nominate an MGS only after somehow collecting topological information for every relevant lower level PG, thereby increasing the complexity of HMF considerably. We propose to use a bottom-up scheme, performed during the setup of the branch from L to J in phase 4, in the following way. A border node of level 1 > 1 determines the (I -1)-level PG where the I-level MGS will reside. It attaches the identity of this MGS to the BRANCH-SETUP message. When the border node of the selected PG receives the BRANCH-SETUP message, it repeats the process by determining the (I -2)-level PG that will contains the MGS, and so forth. This process ends when a border node of 1-level PG determines the specific physical node that will serve as the b-level MGS. In terms of the example consider in Figure 5 + The border node at the entry to A.l, namely switch A.l.l, deduces from the BRANCH-SETUP message it receives that a 2-level MGS should be appointed in its 1-level PG. It then decides to nominate itself as M G S 2 ( A ) . In addition it should nominate a 1-level MGS for A. 1, and for some reason it decides to take this task as well. In general, the entry switch may select the MGS randomly or based on knowledge regarding the load imposed on every switch. 
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In principle, the above process could be simplified if we agree that an l-level physical border node will serve as an MGS of all the 1 levels. However, the border nodes are usually the bottleneck of an ATM network [25] and therefore will probably not be able to assume further tasks.
B.4 Joining the Multicast Group: Discussion
As explained above, two simultaneous activities occur during the third phase of HMF: the connecting switch L is chosen, and the route from L to J is computed. The routing computations during this phase are performed by the MGSs of different hierarchy levels. One may argue that L could have computed the route towards J as if it was a regular unicast setup process thereby avoiding the need to collect routing information when the JOIN-PATH message is forwarded from one MGS to another. However, this would be a bad approach for the following reasons:
The considerations made by the unicast routing algorithm might be different from those made by the underlying multicast routing algorithm. For example, some multicast algorithms may choose a longer path that goes through regions which contain hosts that are likely to join the group in the future. By determining the route between L and J during the propagation of the JOIN-PATH message, we actually allow the multicast routing algorithm to determine how the tree would look like. Note, however that our scheme is still compatible with PNNI. because the BRANCH-SETUP message has a DTL-stack exactly like every unicast SETUP message has (see Section 11). The difference is that HMF computes this stack based on considerations of the multicast algorithm, rather than of the considerations of the unicast algorithm. HMF aims at minimizing the information a joining node must have in order to join the tree. This property is essential in an environment where many multicast groups will be active at the same time, but only a small fraction of the nodes in the network is likely to join each group. In HMF a joining node needs only know the identity of the highest level MGS. The identity of MGSN(*) can be found by means of some directory service like DNS or LDAP. If a specific multicast group is only intended for a subset of the network which fully resides in a PG of some level I , the top level MGS of the group can be defined for this PG, rather than for PG(*). This will reduce communication and time complexity. Deadlocks and loops are prevented due to a central control of MGSs. During the time when branches are established or deleted, the multicast tree is not stable. However, the scope of this instability is bounded to the PG where changes are made. For that reason, an MGS suspends JOIN-PATH messages that need to traverse an unstable child PG, until the setup process of a previously joined switch nominates an MGS for that PG.
C. Leaving a Multicast Tree
Suppose that a switch wants to leave a multicast group. If the switch is a leaf of the multicast tree, its branch is pruned. If it is not a leaf, it cannot be pruned. However, it should notify its MGS that it does not belong to the multicast group anymore.
The mechanism for branch pruning in HMF is based on the use of a PRUNE message initiated by the leaving leaf. This message is then repeatedly forwarded by the nodes along the pruned branch, until it is blocked by a switch that is a member of the group, or by a switch that is the origin of another branch.
As an example, consider In general, the MGS of a PG where pruning is performed is informed either by:
A switch that receives a PRUNE message, but stops the PRUNE cascade, or by A border node, that is the last switch in the PG that belongs to the multicast tree. In this case, the MGS notifies its parent MGS.
V. HMF PROPERTIES
In the following section we investigate several aspects of multicast tree performance: protocol execution load, setup time, tree cost and memory complexity. As already mentioned, each of the existing hierarchical multicast schemes bears at least one severe disadvantage with respect to these aspects of performances.
A. Protocol Execution Load
In order to measure the processing load imposed by the HMF on the network switches, we count the number of switches that need to process a signaling message when a new switch joins the tree. Consider a uniform hierarchical network, where different PGs have identical internal topology regardless of their hierarchy level. Let d be the size of the average path in a PG, namely the mean number of child PGs a message needs to pass in order to cross the PG including the entry and exit nodes. From Lemma 1 follows that the number of nodes involved in the processing of a unicast VC setup messages is at most dm. Hence, the processing load imposed by a unicast VC setup is  O ( d N ) .
We next estimate the processing load imposed by HMF for the join process. To this end, we distinguish between the following phases:
1. The joining node J sends a signaling message to MGSN (*).
Whether J establishes a VC to this end, or it uses an embedded "packet switched signaling network'*, the processing complexity 5. Finally, a signaling VC needs to be established between every PG that becomes active and its parent PG. These VCs will serve switches that will join the multicast tree later. Therefore, for a dense tree the contribution of the processing load during this phase per a single joining switch is negligible. 
B. Tree Size
The cost of the tree is mainly determined by the underlying "flat multicast routing algorithm**. However, the purpose of this section is to show how efficient is the tree generated by a given multicast routing algorithm when implemented in the contest of HMF, comparing to the tree generated by the same algorithm in flat network. To this end, we ran simulations on a randomly generated hierarchical networks, and on the associated copy of the underlying flat networks. The aggregation mechanism for additive metrics in our hierarchical network model is that each PG advertises one metric denoting the average delay needed for crossing it between all border node pairs.
In every simulation instance, we constructed the same multicast group in the two hierarchical and flat networks by repeatedly adding and deleting nodes from the group. We used the function to determine the probability that an event is a node addition or deletion, where n is the total number of physical nodes in the network, s is the current size of the multicast group, and Q is the expected fraction of nodes in the multicast group.
To simulate "locality of interest", where nodes from the same neighborhood are more likely to join the same multicast group, we use a density factor, denoted r. After uniformly choosing a candidate node J for addition, the probability of adding J to the group is Pdensjty(k) = r-k where k is the key-level of J. W i t h probability 1 -Pdensity(k). J is ignored and another candidate is selected. Due to the space constraint, we show the results achieved only for Waxman [8] algorithm. Figure 6 shows the ratio between the cost of the tree generated by this algorithm when adapted to run with W, and the cost of the tree generated by this algorithm in a flat network. We generated a 3-level network with an average of 25 nodes per PG (approximately 15,000 physical nodes). We ran simulations for a E [0 . . .15], and with density factors of 1,3 and 5.
It is evident that ratio between the performance in a flat networks and in hierarchical network ranges from almost 2 in very small groups (a = 0.25%), when the members of the group are evenly spread in the network ( T = l), to approximately 1.3 when the size of the group reaches 3% of the network population. As expected, the hierarchical Waxman multicast routing algorithm performs better for dense multicast groups because when the group is denser, the key-level for an arbitrary joining node becomes lower, and the aggregation error decreases. Consequently, the decisions made by the multicast routing algorithm are more accurate.
C. Memory
As opposed to previously proposed schemes [20] , [21], [22] , HMF requires only the MGS of an active PG to store a record for the multicast tree. Hence, one record is needed for every multicast group in every PG. In practice, small local multicast group span onIy few PGs, and impose a much lower memory complexity. We used our simulation model to measure the number of all active PGs, including 0-level PGs (Le switches that sit on the tree data path) as a function of the number of .physical Rg. 7. Number of nodes in the generated me: ~~~~~~~1 nodes in the tree. The results are presented in Figure 7 . It is evident that the memory cost per every switch on the tree data path ranges between 1.15 and 1.3.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel framework for the creation and management of multicast trees in hierarchical networks. The framework is tailored for the ATM PNNI hierarchical model. The essence of HMF is the distribution of information and routing decisions between dynamically nominated Multicast Group Servers (MGS).
The proposed framework addresses disadvantages of the existing schemes without imposing new disadvantages: It creates cost efficient and hot-spot-free trees compared to CBT based algorithms such as [21] and [22] (which disregard available link-state information). Unlike [20] , [21] and [22] the proposed scheme imposes marginal storage requirements on the network nodes. Finally, the communication cost associated with the new mechanism is of the same order as that of PNNI-unicast, as opposed to expensive flooding which is performed in [23] , [24] .
Other advantages of HMF are as follows:
The MGS functionality for different multicast groups can be spread between all physical nodes. This prevents overloading specific nodes, such as the peer group leaders.
Routing decisions concerning the addition of a new node to the tree are performed in a top-down manner. This enables the underlying flat multicast routing algorithm to employ global optimization considerations rather than local ones.
Inactive nodes and inactive PGs need not store any information about the multicast tree. We achieve these advantages through an MGS nomination mechanism, whose role is to appoint new MGSs to PGs that become active during the addition of new nodes to the tree.
We showed that when using the Waxman routing algorithm, HMF generates efficient trees, exploits compact memory space, and imposes acceptable setup and protocol execution load. 
